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Why We Playin?
You need to grab dinner for the family so get out there
and hunt yourself an honest to goodness Turducken!
One chicken, one duck, and one turkey is all you need
to win the game. But watch out for the other late
comers to the party that will try to lie, cheat and steal
your hard earned birds right from under ya. Turducken
is a game of skill, stradegy, and….aw who am I
kiddin? Grab a beer (*for the yunguns, rub some
whiskey on their gums) and get you some birds!

Gear Up!

6 Character
Cards & 6
Reloading Dice

60 Action
Cards & 15 Hit
Tokens
& 15 Bird
Tokens
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1. Count out bird tokens equal to one less than the total
number of players per bird type.

2. Put the hit tokens into piles in easy reach of players.
3. Put the Action Cards in a pile that is in easy reach of all
players.(4) Leave room for a discard pile of action
cards.

5. Everyone roles a die for Character Card choice order.
6.

Tied players reroll until there is no tie. The last player to
choose a Character Card starts the first turn.
Every player gets a 6 sided die. This is their Reloading
Die.

How To Play! (Finally)
During their turn, a player can do one of the
following Turn Actions.
If a player is Ready (can Shoot):
Shot Action
OR
Draw an Action card
If a player is Reloading (cannot Shoot):
Reloading Action
AND
Draw an Action card

What Does That Mean?
Shot Action  A player picks a bird they are going
to take a shot at and lets the other players know
which bird by pointing to the bird and giving it a
name. Then the player roles a six sided die. If the
roll is equal to or higher than their Accuracy value,
they place a hit token under the bird. If the bird has
as many or greater hit tokens as that character's
bird value, the player has just killed a bird! The
player must successfully hit a bird before it can be
killed even if the bird already has enough hit tokens
to kill it for that Character.

Reloading Action  After taking a shot, the

player places their reloading die on their Character
Card in the Reloading Die spot. The Reloading Die
should be turned to the value on the card, then
resolve any affects adjusting the value.
A player can turn the Reloading Die one number
lower per round. If the Reloading Die is at 1, the
player can remove the Reloading Die from their card
and the player is now Ready.
 Players can remove a Reloading Die AND take a
Shot Action in the same turn.
 Reloading Die can never drop below 1 or rise
above 6 due to Action cards
 Players can only transition from reload to shooting
once per turn.

Action Cards  Action cards can be played at

any time and are resolved in reverse order. When
playing Action cards:
 Action cards can stay in play if they have a gold
border. If the Action card has a blue border,
discard it once it has been played.
 Any Action card can be played on any player.
 Action cards can be discarded from your hand.
The cost is discard 3 to do 1 of below:
 Remove any 1 gold action card from play
 Turn any 1 reloading die 1 turn + or 

Example, Please
Round 1

It's Jimmy Bob's first turn and he is playing with
Junior Senior Jr. Jimmy names a chicken "Mc.
Quackers" and takes a Shot Action by rolling a die.
He roles a 5 and since his base accuracy is 4, hits
"Mc. Quackers" and puts a hit token under the bird.
Taking the Shot Action removes Jimmy Bob from
Ready to Reloading so he places a 6 sided die on
his card with 2 facing up.
Next up is Samantha and she is playing with Cari
Crackshot. She also takes a Shot Action at "Mc.
Quackers" and rolls a 6. Since she only needs one
hit to kill a chicken, she takes her dead bird and
places it infront of her flipped over so the red dead
side is facing up. She places her Reloading Die on
her card with 2 facing up.
Next up is Jackie and she is playing with Fulmer
Red. Not liking that it's the first round and she
doesn't have any dead birds, Jackie turns
Samantha's Reloading Die to 3 using her special
ability. She decides to draw an action card instead of
taking a shot and draws "Training Day".
The last to go is John and he is playing with Xi. But

Samantha pipes up and says she is using her
special ability to copy Fulmer Red and reduces her
reloading die by 1 back down to 2. John decides he
wants to take a Shot Action so he picks a duck and
names it "The Real Mc. Quackers" and takes a shot.
He rolls a 1, killing "The Real Mc. Quackers" so he
also takes the token and flips it over in front of him.
He also places his reloading die on his card with 4
facing up so he is now Reloading.

Round 2

Jimmy Bob turns his Reloading Die a turn to 1 and
draws "Weapon Cleaning"
Samantha uses her ability to copy Fulmer Red again
to turn her die to 1. Then she takes her Reloading
Die off her character card as part of her Reloading
Action and is now in the Ready. But instead of taking
a shot, Samantha decides to draw "Rough Terrain"
and play it on Jackie immediately.
Jackie uses her ability to turn Jimmy Bob's die to 2
and takes a Shot Action on "The Real Mc.
Quackers". She rolls a 1 and misses but then plays
and discards her "Training Day" card. She places
nother hit token under the bird then sets her
Reloading Die to 3 on her character card.
And so on...

How Do I Win?
A player wins at the end of their turn by having all
three birds dead, in their possession, and character
is Ready.

Additional Knowings
If there is a conflict between the rules in the
rulebook, Character abilities, or action cards: The
abilities of a character trump all action cards and
rules in the rulebook; Action cards trump rules in the
rulebook.
If a player is not paying attention they can be
skipped. When they realize they were skipped all
other players need to point and laugh.

The Mighty Hunters

Fulmer Red
Fulmer Red is a backwoods and outdoors
enthusiast that loves to drink beer, go to church,
and sit around the fireplace in his cabin talking to
his stuffed squirrel Rocky. His blunderbuss is his
most prized possession and has been passed
down his narrow family tree from one uncle brother
to the another. Fulmer once gave directions to his
cousin 1/8th removed about where his sister lived

and it went something like "... three hillocks down
past the berry patch, dead past ten seasons, and
then turn round the fishing hole till you see the tip of
Old Goats Pass. You will see her there."
He hasn't seen his sister for awhile and is out to
impress her tonight with their favorite family meal, a
turducken. The woods surrounding his cabin is ripe
with plenty of game so he doesn't expect to have too
much difficulty winning the heart of his sister tonight.

Cari Crackshot
Cari Crackshot is a capricious 10 yr old that loves
adventure and exploring. Her family goes camping
routinely and doesn't mind when she wanders off for
an afternoon to play as they know how resourceful of
a little girl she is. Top of her girl scout troop and 5th in
the nation for most girl scout accomplishments, Cari
knows how to survive in the wilderness with only a
toothpick and broken soda bottle.
Cari hates hanging around the boring campsites that
her parents always choose so she takes her trusty
slingshot and heads out into the adjoining woods.
She was also never much for hotdogs over the fire so
she decides to do a little hunting while she was out
exploring and quickly finds a glade filled with wild
chickens, ducks, and turkeys.

Xi
Xi was kidnapped as a young child and raised by the
Chinese government to be the perfect assassin. At
age 10 she already had the highest kill rate against
the Triad than any agent before her. Using her youth
to her advantage she infiltrated hideouts that no
other assassin could come close to. She has killed
with poisons, traps, explosives, guns, but her favorite
is her jian.
Today is her 18th birthday and she was finally given
some time to relax. She chose the countryside half
way around the world where she didn't know anyone
and wouldn't hear the constant drone of the city.
Wondering around the woods she came across a
tight group of chickens, ducks, and turkeys and
decided she was hungry.

Richard Brownback
Richard Brownback is a five time winner of The
Masters. He loves his adoring fans and being in front
of the camera. But this weekend, Richard is taking a
sabbatical from the sport and spending time with
husband. For some gawdawful reason, Douglas
wanted to spend time away from cameras and fans
and spend it alone in a damp, dreary, dirty cabin in
the woods.

Richard hates it. Him and Douglas just finished
getting into a fight when Richard stormed out the
door with his golf club to go for a walk and cool off.
Douglas is a 4 star Michelin chef so when Richard
finally stopped seeing red and saw the collection of
birds in front of him, he new just what to do to make
up to Douglas.

Jack Woodburn
Jack Woodburn is a family man through and
through. He married his highschool sweetheart as
soon as she turned 18, only 3 days after his birthday.
He was captain of the highschool football team and
Josephine was head cheerleader. Jack worked on
his father's farm that has been in their family for
generations. They had the perfect life.
But big corporate bought the farm a decade ago.
Jack had to go work as a logger cutting down the
forest he grew up in and he gambles away most of
his check on the lottery hoping for the big score. He
can't even afford to buy formula for their 6th kid. So
when he stumbles onto a gaggle of birds he thinks
things are starting to look up a little.

Junior Senior Jr.
Junior Senior Jr. used to have 2 brothers and all
three of them vied for the heart of their sister. A freak
accident while planning for the zombie apocalypse
reduced that number down by 1 brother. Junior
Senior Jr. loved his brother, but ended up shooting
him with a crossbow. The law hasn't traced Mayrle's
murder to Jr. and he isn't keen on telling them his
brother is missing.
But he absolutely is angry that is other brother is
making a move on his sweet sweet sister! He
followed his brother, Fulmer, to their typical hunting
glade. When he saw the birds lined up in a row, he
knew his brother's intentions and vowed to eliminate
the birds out of the equation!

The Journey
Turducken began life, as most lives, as a joke. I had
just played Space Poo and I thought to myself "Self,
what would be the most most ridiculous concept for a
game that would still be fun?" I had also recently
watched Armageddon for the umpteenth time and he
had mentioned haggis, which is a bunch of meat
stuffed in other meat. And it was around Christmas

time and my mom had asked what we wanted for
dinner. I was tired of turkey and started thinking of
what I wanted to eat. All of those ideas kind of
collided into a supernova in my head and the initial
concept for Turducken was born in about 5 minutes.
It stuck with me for awhile and by that summer I had
a horrible version of the game I will hereby call the
"dirty printer version". Even just play testing on my
own the game took forever and I would even confuse
myself on the rules.
I printed off a couple more dirty versions and tinkered
around with the mechanics until my aha moment of
using dice to track reloading. From there all of the
other pieces fell into place. Once I got Turducken to a
better place, I forced family and friends to play it
during out our routine game night. The games went
fairly well and I got some really good feedback. Since
then one of the best things about the game was
something spur of the moment decision addition
while we were testing out the first game: Give your
birds a name! That single decision adds a lot of
creativity from the players into the game itself.
Since then there has been some rebalancing but all
in all the game as it exists today is the same game
that I envisioned in my head. From start to finish to
create the game took about 6 months however it has

been in the works for about 2 years now. I had no
idea the amount of time and energy I would have to
spend doing all of the ancillary work that goes along
with the game: starting a business, building a
website, creating a kickstarter, all of the social media
(that I am still not good at doing regularly), tutorials
and videos...all while keeping down a 95 to pay the
bills.
It has been an awesome journey and I hope you
have as much fun playing this game as I have had
making it and as much fun as our family has had
playing it! It has become a regular at our gaming
table :D
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Legal

Turducken is ©2019 Boson Studios. All rights
reserved.
*Dont' be an idiot and take parenting advice from a
card game!

Find Out More

For more information about this game or our other
great games, check out our web sites at:
www.bosonstudios.com

